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Judd gets up close and personal
in finale of Health and Wellness Expo
Singing star urges
audience to become
'detectives' on issues
related to family past
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Pictured from left, Hazel Mayor Kerry Vasseur and Fifth
District state Rep. Kenny Imes of Murray present Thelma
Miller of Hazel, with a plaque signifying her countless
years of service to the community. Imes also surprised
Miller with a certificate designating her as a Kentucky
Colonel.
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Big parade,crafts, music
highlight 2013 celebration
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer
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It started with a heavy rain canceling Friday night's Burger
Off, but by late Saturday afternoon, the 24th Annual Hazel Day
Celebration had finished as one of the busiest in recent memory.
Alli Hillard, Hazel Celebration coordinator, said the change in
date from early October to late September ended up being one of
the best decisions for the weekend, mainly because it led to
better weather, a better variety
Hazel photos Inside
in vendors and a higher attendance for storefronts and
restaurants in the area.
"'This has been the busiest day in recent years," Hillard said.
"You are looking at one proud girl right here."
Saturday morning, the streets of Hazel were lined with families awaiting the Hazel Day parade, while the rest of the day was
filled with live music from the Great River Road Band,tasty barbecue from the Gentry House, a dunking booth, wagon rides,
various wares and inflatables for kids.
Kenny Imes, Fifth District State Representative (R-Murray),
who spent his youth in Almo, said that out of the six smaller
schools that consolidated (Hazel, Lynn Grove, Concord, Almo,
Faxon and Kirksey),only Hazel remains as it was so many years
ago. Imes, who also presented the Lifetime Achievement award
to Hazel native Thelma Miller and surprised her with a certificate naming her a Kentucky Colonel,said the biggest reason for
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Monday: Sunny with a high
in the mid 70s. North northeast wind 8 mph.
Monday night: Mostly clear
with a low in the mid 50s. Light
east wind.
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music
Famed
singer/songwriter Naomi Judd
went back to her health care
background Saturday night in
Murray.
A hospital nurse before joining daughter Wynonna to form
the Grammy Award-winning
duo The Judds, Naomi capped
the inaugural Healthy Living
and Wellness Expo at the
Curris Center with a heart-toheart talk to her audience
about things like thinking differently about health issues
and a need to investigate their
family pasts to uncover key
secrets.
"We need to become detectives," she said, focusing on
why her mother, Polly. had
never really shown she loved
her. Naomi said a look into the
past revealed a family tree that
included at least two members
who were murderers. "How
could she show me? With what

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

Above: Mary Tripp Reed of Murray
breaks into a smile as Naomi Judd
opens her appearance Saturday night
by recognizing her "unofficial god
daughter" at Murray State's Curris
Center.
Left: Visitors browse the many vendor
booths available during the first half of
the expo during the day Saturday.

•See Page 3

KYTC urges students to enter Adopt-a-Highway poster contest
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet is
seeking entries from across the state for the
annual Adopt-a-Highway Poster Contest to
emphasize and promote the importance of
removing litter from Kentucky roadways.
According to a press release from
Miranda Thacker at the KYTC Office of
Public Affairs, the statewide coordinator for
the: contest, students from across the
Commonwealth are invited to submit creative works for use in the Adopt-a-Highway
calendar for 2014.The contest is open to all

Kentucky students of elementary middle
and high school age.
Thacker said exposure to the contest and
to the Adopt-a-Highway program provides
young people with an opportunity to
express a sense of ownership in Kentucky's
highways and stress the importance of keeping them clean and free of litter. The contest
is aimed at educating and encouraging children not to litter and to spread the message
to others.
Ron Millay,a transportation engineer with
the KYTC District I office in Paducah.
coordinate's Adopt-a-Highway in the district
by finding routes available for adoption for

individuals and organizations interested in
the program and getting them to sign the
appropriate permits and agreements. In
Murray,there is participation frotn,Briges &
Stratton and several fraternities aild sororities, he said.
Millay said he sends entails to the Murray
and Calloway County school districts — as
well as the other school districts in District
I — each year asking them to forward the
information to teachers to encourage students to enter the poster contest. He said
participation in District I has been fairly.

•See Page 2

Tuesday: Partly sunny with
a 20 percent chance of showers. High in the upper 70$.
Calm wind becoming south at
about 5 mph in the afternoon.
night: Partly
Tuesday
cloudy with a 20 percent
chance of showers. Low
around 60. Calm wind.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny.
High near 80. Light north
northeast wind.
Wednesday night: Mostly
clear. Low in the upper 50s.
Light east wind.
Thursday: Sunny with a
high in the lower 80s.
Thursday night: Mostly
clear with a low in the upper
50s.
Friday: Sunny with a high in
the lower 80s.
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Murray observes
Playful City honor
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer

KYSER LOUGH For The Ledger

MURRAY HIGH HOMECOMING COURT; Queen Christina Duncan, third from left, is
shown Saturday after she was crowned during the annual Murray High Football
Homecoming festivities at Ty Holland Stadium. Joining Duncan on the court are, from far
left, Katie Bierbaum, Alli Hardin. Chaney Curd, Kaylee Capps and Brittany Burgess.

Murray is one of only 22
cities in the United States to be
designated a -Playful City" by
KaBOOM! for six consecutive
years.
During the Celebration of
Play this past Saturday at
Central Park, the town lived
up to its title.
The event is organized as a
celebration of the award, but
also assists with maintaining
the grant status of Murray with
the "Playful City" program
each year.
Several hundred children
and their family members took
to more than 60 event stations
on Saturday, including everything from human bumper cars

•See Page 2
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HAZEL DAY CELEBRATION 2013

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times photos

Children, parents, civil servants and organizations collaborated for the sixth "Day of Play" in
Central Park last Saturday for an afternoon filled with activities for families to engage and
play.

III Playful City...
From Front
to Splash Attack and digging for dinosaurs to playing comhole.
Pat Harrington,Celebration of Play chair,said the last
six years of being named a "Playful City" has had families looking forward to the event each summer. While
old favorites are included each year, the event continues to grow with new vendors,new events and new collaborators getting involved, which is helping keep the
interest high in the community and the families more
engaged at the event.
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Children enjoy the Dinosaur Dig, sponsored
by the Murray Woman's Club, Saturday during the Day of Play. Kids were allowed to take
shovels, trowels and rakes and dig for
"dinosaurs," allowing them to learn about
archaeology and the history of Earth.

Like any other new event, Harrington said the celeEDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times photos
bration has evolved from something very small and not Pictured from left, Hazel Mayor Kerry Vasseur, John "Scooter Paschall and Hazel Day
well-attended to gatherings like this year's, which she Coordinator Alli Hillard help lead the Gibson family in a touching rendition of "My Old Kentucky
said was one of the largest play days to date.
Home" in remembrance of Brooks "Hoot" Gibson — a fierce UK Wildcat fan. Dressed in UK
"KaBOOM! wants people tojust get out and play and
blue, the Gibson family accepted his posthumous honor this past Saturday, where he was
use their imagination — get exetrise," Harrington said.
named 24th Annual Hazel Days grand marshal.
"We wanted families to come out and use their imagination,and we tried to encourage that."
Harrington said the "backyard atmosphere" was
achieved by bringing together a number of different
organizations and ideas to the table in order to provide
a varied selection for kids to stay active throughout the
day.
Providing some of the day's variety was Ginny
Harper, Calloway County Extension Agent for 4-H,
who said her station had a number of things to offer
including studies in geology, geocaching, entomology
and country ham.
"We wanted to help kids think about science," Harper
said."It was just a great day to be together and to have
Harper said she believed families were looking forward to this past 4tuniay because they knew they were
going to get to 04 with their kids and have fun while
doing it. More than just families, however, Harper said
she thought Murray's designation of "Playful City"
means more than just a day of celebration.
"To know that we are considered nationally as a place
to play is valuable to our community for community
development," she said."If you're bored in Murray,it's
your own fault. You can work really hard to find a free
day in Murray,and there's not. You're going to have to
make choices,and that's the great thing about our community."

During the Hazel Day Parade, Kyle Lowe provided transportation to the Hazel Day Pageant
winners. Following the parade, however, Lowe turned his wagon into a shuttle around town,
making laps for passengers throughout the afternoon.

•Hazel...

Second death results from house explosion;
two victims remain hospitalized in Nashville
to investigate the incident, but
say they are centering on a liquid propane line leak under the
A second person died this past house as the possible cause.
weekend from injuries sustained KSP continues to emphasize that
Saturday, Sept. 14, in a house no criminal activity appears to
explosion in western Calloway have been involved.
State Fire Marshal Bill Swope
County.
Vanderbilt University Medical said last week that the line was
Center in Nashville, Tenn., con- connected to an LP tank outside
firmed Saturday morning the of the house that was helping
death of Barbara Parker, 70, of supply heat to the home. He said
Murray. According to a there was no way of knowing
Vanderbilt spokesperson, she how much fuel had collected
died Friday. Parker was one of under the house before the
four people taken to Vanderbilt explosion.
Vanderbilt also updated the
after the explosion that resulted
in the death of Kenneth Story, conditions of the other remain71,in a house at 669 Cook Store ing victims. Marty Story, 54, of
Trail about five miles northwest Murray was released from the
of Murray. Kentucky State hospital Sunday, while Ira
Police reported that Story had Greer, 60, of Almo remains in
critical condition. Melissa
died at the scene.
KSP and the Kentucky State McLeod,41,of Hazel is listed as
Fire Marshal's Office continue stable.

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
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From Front
continued success of the city of
Hazel and the annual Hazel Days
comes down to the people.
"I think people are still interested
in the community," Imes said.
"Even though it's out in the country.
you still want a close-knit group of
friends. Hazel is important,and this
community is important."
JudgeOne of 34 vendors at Hazel Day this past Saturday. Gary
County
Calloway
Executive Larry Elkins, who used
and Sherry Nolen of Dyersburg. Tenn, — better known as
to own a business in Hazel before "Once Upon a Chime" — said they make their own glass bothis days as a county official, said
tle wind chimes and then travel to several festivals and
Hazel Days is one of the more farmer's markets in the area.
important events of Calloway
Now working his eighth Hazel
County each and every year. Much "Hoof' Gibson was described by
Celebration. Vasseur said the
Day
part
as
Vasseur
Kerry
Mayor
Hazel
like Imes,Elkins said a lot of small
between the Hazel
collaboration
the
for
responsible
leadership
the
of
disappeared
have
Hazel
towns like
Day Committee and the vendors
over the years, but because of the strong foundation of Hazel.
One of the biggest fans of played a critical role in this year's
loyalty and leadership in Hazel, the
of Kentucky Wildcat successful weekend.
University
community lives on successfully.
Vasseur also echoed Hillard's
said Gibson —
Vasseur
Basketball,
a
be
to
determination
a
is
"There
on the date change,saying
thoughts
—
five
of
father
a
also
was
who
viable community aril have a future
and storefronts were
restaurants
over
watch
diligent
a
maintained
not only for the quality of life, but
with the weekend's generathrilled
Hazel
the
of
member
a
as
Hazel
also for the economic benefit of its
Board of Trustees and as mayor, tion of foot-traffic and interest in
citizens," Elkins said.
replacing the roof on the com- history, antique shops and business.
also
Honored posthumously as the
"I didn't receive a single comcenter and cleaning up
munity
Grand Marshal Emeritus ofthe 24th
plaint all day," he said.
storm damage all over town.
Annual Hazel Day, the late Brooks
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low in the last few years, with
only about 21 students entering
last year. and most of those
were from Trigg County. He
said, though, that he wanted to
urge children to enter the contest. and that he would have
entered if it had existed when he
was growing up because he was
very interested in art.
Millay said the entries from
each district are sent to the
KYTC Office of Public Affairs
in Frankfort to be judged, and
12 are chosen for the calendar.
The entry form with the necessary certificate of authenticity
can be obtained by contacting
the KYTC Office of Public
Affairs, and is also available
at
adopt-aonline
highway.ky.gov/. Click on art
contest. Entries must be postmarked by Sept. 30, 2013.
Entries will be judged in four
classes. Group I is ages 6-8;

LI

Group II is ages 9-11; Group III
is ages 12-14 and Group IV is
ages 15-17. The overall winners
in age groups III and IV will be
invited to participate in a graphics design workshop.
"Through this program the
cabinet hopes to increase environmental awareness and stewardship among children and to
bring about a change in attiand behaviors with

tudes

respect

to

littering,"

said

Transportation Secretary Mike
Hancock in the press release.
"With your child's help, a
change in attitudes could result
in a pleasing change of scenery.
We encourage all students to
participate in this worthy contest."
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TAKING HER SHOT: Nadia Ghasemi, 3, of Murray lets fly with a bean bag Saturday afternoon as she attempts to pop a balloon at a booth featured as part of a fall festival that coincided with the Prayers for Jana Benefit at the Murray-Calloway County Fairgrounds. The
event was a fundraiser for the family of Jana Ward, who was diagnosed with Stage IV adenocarcinoma, a form of cancer, of the lung recently and is now undergoing treatment.

JOHN WRIGHT /
Ledger & Times photos
FIGHT FOR THE CURE:
Todd Walker of Murray.
middle in top photo. walks
the final yards with daughter Lauren and wife Sheila,
right, Saturday morning
during the annual Walk to
Defeat ALS at Murray State
University. Walker. was
diagnosed recently with
arterial lateral sclerosis
(known as Lou Gehrig's disease). Also participating
was Murray's Brad Barnett.
right, who is fighting ALS
and was the inspiration for
Team Brad's presence in
the event. HE is shown
applauding during the
opening ceremony. Event
officials estimate up to 400
people participated this
year.

•Judd gets up close, personal ...
From Front

KSP captures alleged fugitives in Calloway
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Staff Report
Four people. including two allegedly wanted as
fugitives, were arrested Friday in Calloway
Cpunty on a variety of charges.
Kentucky State Police,said it received information related to the whereabouts of the person listed as a fugitive, Shawn Cannon, which caused
Trooper Jody Cash to respond to a residence on
KY 94 East. KSP said, upon arrival. Cash located
Cannon inside the residence, where numerous
drugs also were located.
After taking Cannon into custody. KSP also
arrested Joseph Parkhurst, Eric Miller and Ashley
Miller. who were at the residence.
Cannon was arrested on outstanding warrants
and also was charged with two counts each of possession of a controlled substance 2nd degree and
possession of a prescription controlled substance
not in a proper container.
KSP said that it later determined that Parkhurst

fugitive from Tennessee, and subsequently
charged him with being -a fugitive from justice and
hindering prosecution/apprehension 2nd degree.
Bic Miller was charged with hindering prosecutio0,pprehension 2nd degree, %ilk Ashley
hindering
with
charged
was
Miller
prosecution/apprehension 2nd degree, as well as
five counts of possession of a controlled substance
2nd degree: possession of a controlled substance
3rd degree; six counts of possession of a prescrip,
tion controlled substance not in a proper container
and promoting contraband 1st degree.
All four people arrested were taken to the
Calloway County Jail. KSP said Cash's investiga
tion continues.
Cash was assisted at the scene by Murray policL•
and Calloway County sheriff's deputies.
Individuals facing charges are presumed inno
cent until proven guilty.

‘k as a

she had been through, she had no earthly idea
how. If I hadn't become a detective, though, and
looked into this stuff and seen that there is always
a different way to look at things. I would've never
known and I'd still be miserable today.
"Still. I'd give a Grammy to get a birthday card
from her."
She referred to events in her life. These included her sexual molestation by a family member at
the age of 3, the death of brother Brian from
Hodgkin's disease, being severly beaten by an exboyfriend after having both Wynonna and other
daughter Ashley, as well as her own battle with
Hepatitis C. where she was told her time to live
was short. She called these "personal Ground
Zeroes," but also assured her audience that recovering from these types of life events can happen.
"You know, in life, I'd like to get the test first,
but no, you get the lesson first," she said. "Go
back to looking at things differently, though. My
brother Mark became a pastor (after Brian died).
Brian's best friend became a pediatrician because
of Brian's death. And me? I knew I was going to
go back to school and become a nurse.
"Your values are what your priorities are. And I
have good news. You can reverse the curse."
Judd's appearance also presented a chance for a
reunion of which she took full advantage seconds
after her introduction. Entering the Curris Center
Main Ballroom, she immediately spotted MSU
Economics professor Mary Tripp Reed on the
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front row, someone the star calls her "unofficial
godchild," for the close relationship they have
had since first meeting at the University of
Kentucky when Naomi's other daughter. Ashley,
now a famed actress, was a student and Reed's
sorority sister.
"You never know what to expect with her," said
Reed. who found herself in the spotlight as Judd
introduced her to the crowd."I had wanted to sit
on the front row to get a better view and it didn't
take long for her to find me."
This night also brought opportunity for
Shannon Lashley of Princeton. A huge fan of
Judd, she also is taking a class through Jefferson
Community College in Louisville and was critiquing the star's presentation for that class.
"When I was younger, another girl and I played
The Judds when we sang and I was always
Naomi," Lashley said. "I've died and gone to
heaven."
Judd's appearance capped a day of exhibits,
seminars and other things related to the health
field. In all, 40 vendors participated Saturday,
which was deemed a successful number for a first
year, especially on a day when a variety of activities were happening in Murray.
Organizer Daniel Jones, owner of Strawberry
Hills Pharmacy iiittalitivah (which oversees
Walter's Pharmacy lityiray) said while then
were a few bumps'Thatwere encountered
Saturday, the expo will be renewed for a second
year.
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Patricia Mae Winchester

Barbara Faye Parker

Obituaries

Barbara Faye Parker, 70, of Murray, Ky., died Friday, Sept. 20,
2013, at Vanderbilt Medical Center in Nashville, Tenn.
MareIle Stiles Andrus
She was born in Sumner County,Tenn.,on March 2, 1943, to the
MareIle Stiles Andrus,99,of Murray, Ky.,died Friday,Sept. 20,2013,at late Ray Story and Cora(Kemp)Story. She was a seamstress and a
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
member of Grace Baptist Church.
She was born in Murray on May 4, 1914, to the late
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by her husLuther Stiles and Amy(Taylor)Stiles. She was a lifelong band, Billie Joe "Popeye" Parker; and by four brothers, Hugh Story,
member of the First Baptist Church in Murray and was a Kenneth Story, Hoyt Story and Ray Story, Jr.
member of the Lydian Sunday School Class. In recent
Mrs. Story is survived by four sons,Gary Henry,of Hardin,Steve
years she had been attending Northside Baptist Church. Bradley and wife, Julie, of Paoli, Ind., Danny Rogers, of Murray,
She was a member of the Home Department of the and Don Rogers, of Murray; four sisters, Ruth Beach, of Murray,
Murray Woman's Club. She had worked at Ruby Williams, of Murray, Betty June Sykes, of Dothan, Ala., and
Mademoiselle's ladies clothing store and Winslow her twin sister, Dorothy Manning and husband,Paul,of Murray;one
Cafeteria at Murray State University,and she had volun- brother, Ira Story and wife, Bonnie, of Hopkinsville; and several
teered for over XI years at Murray-Calloway County grandchildren, great-grandchildren, nieces and nephews.
Hospital.
Andnn
A graveside service will be held Tuesday;Sept. 24,2013, at 1:30
In addition to her parents,she was preceded in death by p.m. at Murray City Cemetery, with the Rev. Sammy Cunningham
her husband, Carney Andrus, to whom she was married Dec. 24, 1930, in officiating. Burial will follow. No visitation is scheduled.
Paris,Tenn.; one sister, Nellie Farris; and three brothers,Charlie Stiles,Jake
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Vanderbilt University
Stiles and Bill Stiles.
Medical Trauma Center, 1211 Medical Center Drive, Nashville,TN
Mrs. Andrus is survived by one daughter, Shirley Washer and husband, 37232.
Jamie, of Murray; one son, Steve Andrus, of Murray; one sister, Ann
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralGoodwin, of Ruidoso, N.M.; one sister-in-law, Evelyn Stiles. of Tyler, home.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Texas;five grandchildren,Scott Andrus,Shane Andrus,Jaina Gourgeot and Funeral Home.
husband, Mike,Jann Mayes and husband,James,and Dr. Bart Washer and
wife, Belinda; five great-grandchildren; and one great-great-grandchild.
Vera Suriene' Steffey
at
Online
may
be
made
condolences
Vera "Burlene" Steffey, 87,of Murray, Ky., died Friday, Sept. 20,
www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
2013,at Spring Creek Health Care in Murray.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
She was born in Calloway County on Feb. 14, 1926, to the late
Ulus Melton and Lillie (Arnold) Melton. She retired with West
Bobble Ann Lovett
View Nursing Home in Murray, now Spring Creek Health Care,and
Bobbie Ann Lovett, of Almo, Ky., died Saturday. Sept. 21, 2013, at was a member of Emmanuel Baptist Church.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by two sons,
She was born in McCracken County on Oct. 3. 1933, to the late Porter James E. Steffey and David A. Steffey; one grandson, DJ. Steffey;
Laird and Viola (Darnall) Laird Henderson. She was a member of First three sisters; and four brothers.
United Methodist Church in Murray.
Ms. Steffey is survived by one son, Donald Steffey and wife,
In addition to her parents.she was preceded in death by Janice, of Murray; two grandchildren, William "Billy" Steffey and
two sisters. Mildred Barton and Geneva Humphrey; and Michael Steffey; and three great-grandchildren, Abby Steffey,_
three brothers, Earl Henderson Jr., H.B. Henderson and Nathan Steffey and Sarah Steffey.
Tas Henderson.
Funeral services will be held Tuesday, Sept. 24, 2013, at 10 a.m.
Mrs. Lovett is survived by her husband, Damon at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home,with the Rev. Sammy Cunningham
Lovett, of Aline), to whom she was married on July 16, officiating. Burial will follow at the Barnett Cemetery.
1948,in Corinth,Miss.; one daughter,Connie Miller and
Visitation will be held Monday, Sept. 23, 2013,from 5-8 p.m. at
husband,Greg,of Murray;three sons,Donald Lovett and the funeral home.
wife. Nancy, of Murray, Randy Lovett, of Nashville,
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralTenn.,and Larry Robin Lovett and wife.Cathy,of Merritt home.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Lovett
Island. Ha.; one sister, Jean Haire and husband, Don,of Funeral Home.
Camden,Tenn.; and two grandchildren. Brennan and Addison Miller, both
This is a paid obituary.
of Murray.
Funeral services will be held at 11 am.Wednesday.Sept.25,2013,at First Rev. Haynes 'Tom' Wilson
United Methodist Church, with the Rev. Jim Stahler and the Rev. Bob
The Rev. Haynes "Tom" Wilson, 86, of Benton. Ky., died
Saywell officiating. Burial will follow in the Coles Campground Cemetery. Saturday. Sept. 21,2013,at 6:15 p.m. at Baptist Health in Paducah.
Visitation will be held from 5-8 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 24, 2013, at J.H.
He was born Wednesday. Jan. 5, 1927, in New
Churchill Funeral Home, and on Wednesday. Sept. 25, 2013, from 10-11
Concord to the late Otis Wilson and the late Mary
am.at the church.Online condolences may be made at wwvithejhchurchill(Haynes) Wilson. He was a World War II U.S.
funeralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Navy veteran and served in the U.S. Marine Corps.
Funeral Home.
He worked as a water department technician for the
City of Pontiac, Mich. He served as an evangelist
for over 44 years. He was a member of Calvary
Baptist Church in Gilbertsville.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in
death by one son. Mark Thomas Wilson; and one
sister, Lola Mae Rivers.
Whoa
cATE ITS A cm j ToDA\
The Rev. Wilson is survived by his wife of 55
years, Betty (Colson) Wilson,of Benton; two sons,
the Rev. Brian Matthew Wilson and wife, Candy,
of Benton, and Barry W. Wilson and wife.
Marianne, of French Lick, Ind.; one brother,
David Ramey
Christopher Coltrane, of Mancelona, Mich.; one
MURRAY
sister,Peggy Richards and husband,Jim,of Oxford, Mich.; and four
INSURANCE
grandchildren, Jackie Edwards,of Anna,Ill., Aaron Hurst and wife,
Kacy,of Hazel, Mary Elizabeth Hurst,of Saudi Arabia, and Joshua
James Henry Wilson,of Perth, Western Australia.
Funeral services will be held Tuesday. Sept. 24, 2013, at II a.m.
in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home in Benton, with the Rev.
Prices as of close of business
Bruce Huff and the Rev. Brian Wilson officiating. Interment will
on September 20.2013
Investments Since 1854
follow the service in the Old Salem Cemetery in Murray.
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Funeral services for Patricia Mae Winchester, 72, of Hazel. Ky..
were held at 2 p.m. Sunday,Sept. 22,2013.at Miller Funeral Home
in Hazel, with Jesse Hickerson officiating. Active pallbearers were
Lavone Bolton, Danny Paschall, Scooter Paschall, Jerry Eldridge,
Glenn Bayless, Brent Gremore, Hal Starks and Tony Bayless.
Honorary pallbearers were Steve Dallas, Jr. OR, Jr. West, Gerald
Fowler, Brian VanMierlo, Drew Acuff, and all nieces and nephews.
Burial followed at Hicks Cemetery. Visitation was held Saturday.
Sept. 21,2013, at the funeral home.
Mrs. Winchester died Thursday, Sept. 19, 2013, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was born Aug. 12, 1941, in Calloway County. She was a
member of Oak Grove Baptist Church.
She was preceded in death by her first husband,Glenn Hurst; her
late husband, Hal Winchester; her parents, Ted Barnes and Ophie
Barnes Paschall; and a brother, Charles Paschall.
She is survived by her two sons, Ken Hopkins, of Murray, and
Jason Winchester and wife, Vicki, of Colorado; five daughters,
Glenna Carol Hurst, of Hazel, Jenny Moore and husband, Dale, of
Virginia, Teresa Bayless and husband, Tony, of Puryear, Carole
Winchester and husband,Steve, of Gilbertsville, and Mary Ann
Winchester,of Las Vegas, Nev.; a sister, Delphia Taylor,of Puryear:
10 grandchildren; and 10 great-grandchildren.
Arrangements were handled by Miller Funeral Home in Hazel.
The number of times published or the kngth ofone or more of
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
and Times policy. Afee has been paidfor additional publishing or
space.

KSP continues investigation
after making arrests in Almo
Mason, both non-residents of
Staff Report
Three people were arrested that address, were arrested and
Friday in northern Calloway charged with possession of marCounty as the result of a ijuana. A resident, George
Kentucky State Police investi- Haynes, was also arrested and
taken to the Calloway County
gation that is still ongoing.
KSP said it received informa- Jail on charges of possession of
tion about a firearm being at the a firearm by a convicted felon,
residence of a convicted felon, possession of marijuana and
prompting Trooper Jody Cash possession of drug paraphernato obtain a search warrant for a lia.
Cash's investigation continresidence at 227 Toskana Drive
in Almo. During a search of the ues. He was assisted at the
premises, KSP said a .22-cal- scene Friday by the Calloway
iber Winchester rifle was recov- County Sheriff's Office.
Individuals facing charges are
ered, along drugs and drug
presumed innocent until proven
paraphernalia.
Jesse Musser and Jeremy guilty.

Town Crier
• The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board of Trustees
will meet at noon Wednesday in the board room of the North
Tower of the MCCH campus. Agenda items will include an
introduction of new physicians Dr. Rachel Korson and Dr.
Stephen Compton, a review of the MCCH Balanced Score
Card, review and approval of the August financial report, and
approval of 2014 benefits package
• In addition, the MCCH Board of Trustees meeting will
recess temporarily for a special called meeting of the MurrayCalloway County Emergency Medical Service Board of
Trustees. The only agenda item listed is consideration/vote of
a resolution regarding HIPAA notices of privacy practices.
• To report a Town Crier item call 753-1916.

STOCK MARKET REPORT

British drivers can pay for parking with chestnuts

Goodyear lire & Rubber -1211 -0.01

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants(L-R):
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 I 800-444-1854
Hours: 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. M-F
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- Help Wanted SPORTS WRITER / PHOTOGRAPHER
The Murray Ledger & Times. a 7,500-circulation.
Monday through Saturday daily newspaper in Murray,
Ky., is currently accepting applications for a full-time
Sports Writer / Photographer This person's responsibilities include covering sporting events, writing feature
stories, taking photographs. assisting with layout,
uploading items to the web and other basic reporter
duties. A working knowledge of Quark XPress and
Adobe Photoshop is a plus Proficiency with a 35mm
camera also helpful Work schedule includes nights and
weekends A bachelor's degree in journalism or communications is preferred Send resume and clippings to
Ricky Martin, sports editor, The Murray Ledger & Times,
1001 Whitnell St., Murray, KY 42071. or e-mail .
sports@murrayiedger.com.

mi

RR 41 0_

EDGERINTIMES
1001 Whitnell Ave.. Murray. KY 42071
Office Hours. 8 a m to 5 p.m. Monday - Friday

LEDGER &TIMES
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
Phone(270)753-1916• Fax (270)753-1927

SMALL-TOWN SERVICE

$1999
ma

BIG-TIME VALUE

, 3 mos
$30

6 mos
$55

1 Year
a105

week.

Mailed in Calloway County,
$10.5. By mail to rest of KY,(,raves
& Marshall Counties $1120. All
other mail subscriptions $145.

Published Monday through Saturday. Not published on Sundays, Memorial
Day, July 4. Labor Day,Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day and New Years Day.
Periodicals postage paid at Murray.KY.POSTMASTER: Send address changes
to THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 420711040
MISS YOUR PAPER? Let us know as soon as possible so we can get one to you
or give you credit. Call 753-1916.
Murray Ledger lit Times(USPS 300-700)• Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association and Southern
Newspapers Publishers Assmiados. The Associated Press Is exclusively entitled
to news originated by Murray Ledger & Times.
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Subscriatian_Rates
All subscriptions payable in advance. Home delivery 6 days a

Datel

H1001140110441AL
P01(1% LSRl AT

Mon.- Fri. 8:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.• Closed Sat.& Sun.
.ajzouse@murrayledger.com
Alice Rouse,Publisher
.editor@murrayledger.com
Greg Travis,Editor
.communitynews@murrayledger.com
Community News
.ads@murrayledger.com
Chris Woodall, Advertising Mgr.
Llassified@murrayledger.com
Classifieds
.circulation@murrayledger.com
Circulation
Rita Boggess, Business Mgr. --....rboggess@murrayledger.com

www

STAFF WRITER / PHOTOGRAPHER
The Murray Ledger & Times. a 7,500-circulation.
Monday through Saturday daily newspaper in Murray,
Ky., is currently accepting applications for a full-time
position of Staff Writer / Photographer. This person's
responsibilities include covering meetings. breaking
news, writing feature stories, taking photographs.
assisting with layout, uploading items to the web and
other basic news reporter duties. A working knowledge
of Quark XPress and Adobe Photoshop is a plus_
Proficiency with a 35mm camera also helpful. Work
schedule includes nights and weekends. A bachelor's
degree in journalism or communications is preferred_
Send resume and clippings to: Greg Travis, editor, The
Murray Ledger & Times, 1001 Whitnell St., Murray, KY
42071: or e-mail: editor@murrayledger.com.
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Team applications are being accepted for the
5th Annual Adult Spelling Bee, to be held
Monday,Sept. 30,at the Murray Woman's Club
House. The bee will start at 6:30 p.m. Proceeds
from registration will benefit the Calloway
County Adult Learning Center and the literacy
projects of the Alpha Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. For registration cost and more
information contact Cindy Graves at 978-0101.

UDC to meet

Darnall reunion set
The Darnall reunion will be held Saturday, Sept. 28,from II a.m.
to 3 p.m. at the schoolhouse pavilion in Murray-Calloway County
Park. A potluck lunch will be held at 12 p.m. All family and friends
are invited to attend.

Breast cancer support group to meet
The Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday, Sept. 24,
from 6:30-7:30 p.m. at the Center for Health and Wellness. For
more information contact Evelyn Wallis at 489-2462.

Fair booth deadline extended
The Calloway County Early Childhood Council will present the
2013 Early Childhood Fair Saturday, Sept. 28, at MSU's Curris
Center from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. Free booths for organizations, businesses or resources in the community that might reach families with
children ages 0-5 may be obtained by contacting Michelle Hansen
at 762-7333. The deadline for the booth space applications is
Tuesday, Sept. 24.

MS informational event set
Heartland Rehab will host a Community Education Series event
on Multiple Sclerosis Wednesday, Sept. 25, at 5:30 p.m. The guest
speaker will be neurologist Christopher King, M.D. There is no
charge to attend and complimentary hors d'oeuvres will be provided. Seats are limited; call 759-9500 to reserve a space.

Veterans assistance offered
Veterans and their families will be provided free counseling and
assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits.
Appointments will be available Wednesday and Thursday,Sept. 2526,at the Paducah VA Clinic, 2620 Perkins Creek Road.To schedule an appointment visit the clinic or call 444-8465.

WKEC Board of Directors to meet
The next meeting of the West Kentucky Educational Cooperative
Board of Directors will be Wednesday,Sept. 25,at the Holiday Inn
University Plaza Hotel in Bowling Green. The meeting will begin
at 7:50 am.and will conclude by 2:30 p.m.

Southwest to hold blood drive
Southwest Elementary School, in conjunction with MurrayCalloway County Hospital, will hold a blood drive Wednesday,
Sept. 25,from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. All healthy adults are invited to participate. Donors will be asked several questions by the nurses,
Including about current medications. Bring photo identification and
eat before donating. No appointment necessary. For more information call Dana Stonecipher at 573-0392.

TOPS to meet Tuesday at FCC

Celebrate Recovery to meet
Celebrate Recovery is a 12 step Christ-centered recovery meeting
program for anyone who struggles with hurts, habits or hang-ups.
Meetings are held every Tuesday night from 6:30-8 p.m. at Hope
Harbor Church, Hwy. 94 E., Murray. For more information call
753-6695.

Bingo to be held Tuesdays at KoC

CS

The public is invited to Bingo Night, held every Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. at the Knights of Columbus,332 Squire Road, Murray. Please
note the building is a non-smoking facility. For more information
call Kevin at 293-7061.

Storytime Tuesdays offered by church
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The Murray Country Club
lady golfers played a regular
round Wednesday. Sept. 18.
with Marcia Beam as hostess.
In 18-hole play, Sue Collins
won the championship flight,
Susan Doran won the first
flight, and Gwen Mathis. won
the second flight. Ve Severns
had low putts. In 9-hole play,
the winner was Betty Stewart.
Barbara Gray had low puns.
Susan Doran had the chip-in for
the day.
The Big Break event,4 holes
with a team format, will be held
Wednesday, Sept. 25. Terri
Pickens and Marcia Beam will
be hostesses for the event.

J.N. Williams Chapter 805, United Daughters
of the Confederacy, will meet Wednesday,Sept.
25,at 10 a.m. at Pagliai's Restaurant. Phyllis Simmons will present
the program. Ladies interested in their Confederate heritage are
invited to attend.

Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday from 9-10 An.at First Christian Church. Visitors are
welcome. For more information call Sheila at 227-1723.

RI

Ladies of Murray
County Club

MWC to host spelling bee

y. She was a

e in Hazel.

Immanuel Lutheran Church, 100 S. 15th St., offers Storytime
Tuesdays from 9:30-11 a.m. for children from birth to 5 years of
age. The event also includes music interaction, snacks and crafts
plus a coffee bar for moms,grandmothers and caregivers. Call 7536712 for more information.

Legion officers giving help

Photo provided

WKRECC scholarship recipie
with members of the cooperative's Board of Directors.
Pictured are, from left, board
Jamie Potts, scholarship recipient Rachel Ross, board
member Ted Lovett, scholarshi recipient John Roso, and board member Bob Hargrove.

Roso,Ross receive WKRECC scholarships
Special to the Ledger
Local graduates John Roso.
and Rachel Ross have started
their higher education careers
with a $1,000 boost from West
Kentucky
Rural
Electric
Cooperative in the cooperative's
annual Scholarship Program.
As part of the cooperative's
commitment to education and to
the communities it serves, West
Kentucky
Rural
Electric
Cooperative Corporation annually awards eight $1,000 scholarships to member students who
will be pursuing higher educa-

tion in the next year. Two high
school seniors from each of the
cooperative's four districts are
chosen each year.
John Roso is the son of Carlo
and
Rhonda
Roso, of
Farmington. A graduate of
Coldwater Christian Academy,
John is now a student at
Vanderbilt University.
Rachel Ross is the daughter of
Tressa Ross and Joe Ross, of
Murray. She is a graduate of
Calloway County High School
and is currently a student at
Murray State University.

day

,merican
ed Cross

,linty Chapter

Other scholarship recipients
include Trevor Gourley, Carlisle
County High School:. Emmett
Riley. Carlisle County High
School; Sydney Jones, Graves
County High School and
Middle
Commonwealth
College; Austin Whitlock.
Graves County High School;
Shelby
Doucet. Marshall
County High School and
Commonwealth
Middle
College; and Noah Steele,
Marshall County High School.

WKCTC offering classes to help
students prepare for new GED test
Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH, Ky. - Beginning
in 2014 the GED test will
change. and West Kentucky
Community and Technical
College is ready to help students
prepare.
The current GED test will stop
being administered in Kentucky
on Dec. 18, 2013. Individuals
who have successfully completed part of the GED test will have
to complete the test because
their scores will expire at the
end of the year. If they do not
pass all five parts by December
deadline, they will need to start
over again in 2014 with the new
GED test.
The new test will continue to
be a measure of high school
equivalency but will feature
more college-ready material,
like Algebra II-level math. It
will measure career- and college-readiness skills, a new,
additional endorsement that can
be added to a test-taker's credential.
The content areas for the test
will also change. Currently, he
test has five content areas are
reading, math, science, social
studies and language arts/writing. The new test will have four

content areas: reasoning through
language arts, mathematical reasoning, science, and social studies.
The current test cost is $60.
The test can be taken across the
state in paper-and-pencil form or
on computer. When the change
takes effect, the cost will
increase to $120, and the test
will only be offered on the computer. Student's will have to go to
a test site to take the exam.
"Students who have already
started studying for the GED test
may want to put their studies on
a fast track and complete by the
end of this year," said Samantha
Williams, West Kentucky Adult
Education director."We want to
be sure everyone is aware of this
deadline, and we strongly
encourage GED test-takers to
act now to finish and pass before
the current test expires. Even if
you haven't already started testing, now is the time to get started."
To help make the GED test
more accessible,evening classes
and ESL (English as a Second
Language) classes are now
being offered at WKCTC.
"Students are able to work a
full-time job during the day then

attend evening classes two days
a week at our adult learning cen.ter to get the individualized targeted instruction they need to
successfully pass the GED,"
said Williams. The classes are
offered on Monday and
Wednesday evenings from 5:308:30 p.m.
The adult learning center is
responding to several requests
from the community for ESL
classes, according to Williams.
Classes are offered from 2-4
Mondays
and
p.m. on
Wednesdays.
All classes are offered in the
WKCTC Anderson Technical
Building. room Ill.
Regular business hours for the
learning center are 8 a.m.to 8:30
and
Mondays
p.m. on
Wednesdays and 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. on Tuesdays. Thursdays
and Fridays.
For more information about
the McCracken County Adult
Education program at WKCTC
or the 2014 GED test, call 5343451 or stop by the center,
which is located in the Anderson
Technology Building, room 111.

HAPPENINGS
by Annita Peeler

This week we have tried
to relax after a full week of
activities
celebrating
National Assisted Living
Week. We have played all
kinds of games this week
including a corn hole tournament. Mr. Hubert Stroud
and Buddy Hewitt had a
pretty mean toss but Barbara
Brandon
and
Iretta
McGregor gave them "a run
for their money." It was a
beautiful day and we just
enjoyed being outside playing with our friends.
Our "road trip- this week
we traveled to Hazel, then
onto Crossland and ended
up around the Lynn Grove
ana.I think some of the residents -were thoroughly lost
by the time we made it to
Crossland. However, everyone enjoyed looking at the
soybeans and all the crops.
They also enjoyed seeing
the tobacco firing in the
barns.
Several of us enjoyed
going to the Naomi Judd
Healthy Living & Wellness
Expo at the Curls Center
Saturday night. Naomi Judd
certainly inspired us and
now we are ready to start
with making some improvements in our health.
Next week we plan to go
to Columbus Belmont Park
for a picnic. We are looking
forward to nice weather and
some good or fried chicken.

...Where priceless
memories are made.
84 Utterback Rd.• Murray, Ky
Phone:12701 759-8700 • 1-888-231-5014

CALL 753-1916 TO SUBSCRIBE

•

Bill Cowan and Mark Kennedy, service officers of American
Legion Post No. 73, will be available each Wednesday from 1-4
p.m. to assist veterans of Calloway County with the completion of
forms and the filing of claims with the Veterans Administration at
the Legion Post, 310 Bee Creek Dr. No appointment is necessary
and veterans are served on a first-come,first-served basis. For more
information call Kennedy at 752-3333.

DR. BURTON R. YOUNG
DR. RONNIE HOFFMAN
Farti18 Dentistr8
111 SOI TH 13TH ST - MURRAY,KY
270-753-1206
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Good Life to travel to NYC
The Murray Bank Good Life will be traveling to New York City
Nov. 14-18.The group will see the Rockettes perform in Radio City
Music Hall, attend a Broadway show, go to a private breakfast and
fashion showing at Macy's and participate in sightseeing, shopping
and more. Limited -seating is still available. For more information
or to sign up contact bsykes@themurraybank.com or call 767-3338.

Accepting Medicaid
insurances.
and most
Emergencies
always welcome!

Lions to hold 5K Trail Run/Walk
The Murray Lions Club and Murray Bank will hold a 5K trail
run/walk Saturday, Oct. 12, at 8 a.m. in Murray-Calloway Central
Park. Proceeds benefit the Murray Lions Club Community Skate
Park. Awards will be given to the top three male and female finishers in each age group. The registration fee may be paid in advance
to Murray Lions Club,c/o Don Steffey, 1605 Belmont Dr., Murray,
KY 42071,or on the day of the race. For more information call 7538977 or 227-2776.

Donations needed for cemetery upkeep
The New Concord Cemetery)is in need of tax-deductible donations to help with the upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations to
Mac Coleman,296 Buchanan Lane, New Concord, KY 42076.

In
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LEGAL NOTICE
In accordance with Chapter 65 and 424 of the Kentucky Revised Statutes the followinginforrnation
and supporting data may be inspectedby the general public at Calloway County Extension Office, 310 South
Forth Street, Murray Kentucky, on September 27, 2013 between the hours of 8:30a.m. and 9.00 a.m..
Calloway County Extension Board
Address
Name
Board Members.
4970 Pottertown Road. Murray KY 42071
Robert Geurin
Chairman
1914 Irvin Cobb Road, Murray KY 42071
Terry Little
Vice Chairman
268 Short Road. Almo, KY 42020
Connie Talent
Secretary
312 Main Street, Murray KY 42071
Tony Page
Treasurer
154 McDougal Drive. Murray KY 42071
Judy Overbey
Members
3648 Poor Farm Road, Murray KY 42071
Conda Wilson
2078 Radio Road, Murray KY 42071
Chris Thorn
Courthouse' Murray KY 42071
Larry Elkins
County Judge Executive
SUMMARY FINANCIAL STATEMENT
FOR FISCAL PERIOD 7-1-12 to 6-30-13
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Lynn Grove
Self Storage

Receipts:

$279,277.93
$0
$0
$17,238.01
$2,346.73
$298,862.67

Extension District Taxes
State Money
Transfer from Reserve
UK Reimbursement
Miscellaneous
Total Receipts

expenditures:
Salaries

270-519-0143
Cliff & Laura Key

$97,387.00

Make it easier on family.
It just makes sense

753-9224

Irrevocable Medicaid

PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE
NICK MCCLURE OWNER
SINCE 1993
THANKS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

— PREPLANNING —

PENNI
NIPKIN PATCH
Airport Rd
1.0110w sips sallIC

I, the undersigned. Treasurer of Calloway County District Cooperative Extension Education Fund,
hereby certify that the above is a true and correct record of the accounts of the Calloway County District
Cooperative Extension Education Fund. Murray Kentucky. as of June 30. 2013.

lbny Page, Treasurer
Calloway County District Cooperative Extension Education Fund
Subscribed and sworn to before meby the foregoing Affiant Tony Page, Treasurer. this 18th day of
September 2013. My commission expires. 9/29/13.

Itit:21100

Punipkins all sires
J.(iingles
753-6132
I 1st us 'in fachook
facebliok.comi
penny p pkinpatch

Complete Bookkeeping
Services
(575)937-8512

Notary Public, State of Kentucky at large #404937
Rev. 04/02/96

Murray Electric System will be reconductonng our 69KV Inghline from
September 30 - December 20. 2013. This is necessary due to Murray's increasing
electrical load. We will be taking down the smaller wires and replacing them with
larger size wires on our 69KV Substation Loop Feed_ The starting point is our
161 Substation, located at the back of South 3rd Street Extended and Woods
Road. The line will go west following along the back of Fairlane Drive. straight
across 12th Street and west down Johnson Avenue across South 16th Street. It
will end up at our Southwest Substation located at 17th & Johnson ISE of
Murray High School).
Crews will be changing some highline poles and beefing up this loop feed for our
substations We do not foresee any problems with this project, but if you have any
questions or concerns please give me a call at Murray Electric System. You will be
seeing a lot of crews working along this area soon.

Happy

This year West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc , will
be advertising for both Subsidy and Crisis Vendors
for the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance
Program.
Beginning November 4, 2013, West Kentucky Allied
Services, Inc. will be administering the Subsidy
Component of the Low-Income Home Energy
Assistance Program Beginning January 13. 2014
through March 31, 2014 or until finds are
expended. West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc., will
be administering the Crisis Component of the
Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program
If you or your company is interested in becoming an
approver the Subsidy and/or Crisis
ComponAr,-you may obtain a Vendors Application
Packet from the West Kentucky Allied Services Inc.
at 33 Construction Drive, Suite B . Mayfield. KY
42066 or your local WKAS/CSBG Office in the
county that you reside You may also attend a vendor meeting to be held at the above location on Oct
10, 2013 at 10.00am where changes in the program

will be discussed.
The completed application and signed Vendor
Agreement for for both Subsidy and Crisis
Programs must be returned to WKAS Central
Office, no later than October 31,2013
'This pridect Banded in part, under a contract
with the Department for Community Based
Services, Cabinet for Health and Puma:,
Services, with funds from' the Comnuinity
Services Block Grant Act of the Department of
health and human Services.'
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CONTENTS of storage
building #5, Eastside
Storage, belonging to
Robin Runyon will be
sold on or after Sept
25, 2013.
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Crystal gale Winchester
Sept. 23 1975-Oct. 13, 2012

you left us precious memories
your love is still our guide
And though we cannot see you
you are always by our side
Love and Miss you
Harleigh, 6rodie, & Trinyte .:
in
'Nerve!. Dalton Winchester
•
.
Momma & Rich
060
Help Wanted

ADVERTISING SALES
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Advertising Sales Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include
working with a business to create
advertising plans and develop new
accounts in Murray and surrounding
areas. Must enjoy working with the public
and be self-motivated. Degree in advertising
or marketing is preferred. Previous sales
experience is required.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and
dental plans, salary plus commission, are
all part of an excellent benefit package.
No on-the-spot Interviews will be
conducted.

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-7

Tired of paying a
monthly bill for
TV service? CaH
Beasley Antenna
Satellite
at 87'7-726-4077

CAS
good,
Bens
Goods

Approved
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Locally owned and
werated since 1886
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Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specsalbt

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
(270) 753-2411 • 201 S. 3rd, Murray, KY 42071

Want to
running
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759-969

RCS
Cleaning Services
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"Let us do your
dirty work"
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• Residential
• Commercial
• Houseboats
• Event Clean-up

ire es s

'Free Estimates
&Affordable Rates'

Always on Time &What you Ordered
13 yt1,1 os Dtpe•alatle Str.,Gt 6 D.4

270-970-4612
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Eyecare Specialties Call Natasha Hutson or
Molly Rogers
Murray
at 753-1916 and place
759-2500
your ad today!
munayeyecare.com
•2x2 $12.00 a week
•Eyeglasses
•2x1 $6.00 a week
•Contacts
disease
•Eye
•13 week contract
•Runs on Monday
Dr. Kevin Adams
308 South

12th
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Thank you.
George Ligon
Murray Electric System
Engineering Department
1-270-762-1706

Attention:
Vendors of Coal. Wood. Kerosene, and Propane

"ANTIQ
& soda s
military
753-363

Avoid inflationary cost.

- House ErsIvoidery 6 Screen Prrot•-y

$317.590.79
$197. 205.06

Ending Balance 6-30-13
Capital Improvement Reserve

Booths available
(270)5194393

CAMP SEPTIC CLI tNING
OF MURRAY, KY
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

- ,ier •.:*

$20.571.28
$53,677.17
$0
$13.240.65
$1.184.03
$186.060.13

Agent's Travel
Office Operations/Mainterance
Building Payments
Transfer to Reserve
Capital Improvements
Total Expenditures

AURORA
FESTIVAL!
OCT 4,6, & 6

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

$204,788.25

Beginning Cash on Hand, 7-1-12
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Western KY based technology company is
seeking to fill a lob opening for Sales Manager.
The primary responsibilities will be to manage
the company's direct to end-user sales program. Identify and develop sales opportunities
with industry leading companies in the agriculture industry. Manage, coach and develop
sales team. Work with marketing team to identify and recommend product promotion programs. Maintain knowledge of industry and
competition. Minimum of 5 years in a sales
management role. Agriculture industry background preferred. Salary based on skill set,
education and experience plus commission
applied as a percentage of total sales.
Send resumes to
tobs@taplogic.com.

The United Way of Murray-Calloway County
seeks a proven leader as its next Executive
Director. The qualified candidate will possess
strong public speaking, marketing, financial,
community relations, and leadership skills.
The ability to work with volunteers and other
non-profit leaders, manage staff, handle
multiple tasks, and pay close attention to detail
is essential for this small office. In addition, the
position will involve maintaining and creating
collaborations with other community groups.
Bachelor's degree required with advanced
education preferred, demonstrated professional
fundraising experience and knowledge of the
local community and human services are also
required. Non-profit management, especially in
the United Way organization is preferred.
Computer skills in Word, Excel, QuickBooks,
database software and social media are
necessary.
For confidential consideration, please
submit letter of Interest, resume and salary
requirements by 9/16/13 to:

ADVANCED
Practitioner
Nurse
RegIsteRid
needed fgr Western KY
Correctional Complex
in Fredonia, KY. Fulltime Mon - Fri . The
position provides a
wide range of professional nursing services
to include assessment,
diagnosis and treatment, physical examinations, patient counseling for offenders
housed in the correctional facility. Please
forward resume to
CorrectCare
Integrated Health HR@correctcare.com
or Fax
(855) 715-0852. EEO

ads@murrayiedger.com
An Equal Opportunity Employer

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

restaurant
ASIAN
kitchen manager. head
chef. & cooks
Experience required
270-227-2114
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1990 14
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CONCRETE MIXER
TRUCK OPERATOR
FEDERAL Materials
Company has immedifor
openings
ate
Concrete Mixer Truck
Operators. Experience
is not necessary. CDL
preferred, but training
is available. Safe driving record, good work
history, and a flexible
schedule is required.
Top benefits, lots of OT.
and much more. Apply
in person at any location.No phone calls.
Doug Eberhart, President,
Positions am available
United Way of Kentucky,
KY,
Paducah,
in:
PO Box 4653, Louisville, KY 40204
Calvert, KY, Murray,
or email to:
KY,
Cadiz,
KY,
Doug.Eberhart@uwky.org.
KY,
Princeton,
Bardwell, KY. Learn
at
more
DO you love working Administrative www.frnc1.com.
Assistant . Must be
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises honest, dependable,
may be iust the place bondable, able to perfor youl Part time and form a wide variety of SBG Real Property
Full time positions tasks with minimal Professionals, LLC is
supervision, and pay seeking a highly organavailable
particular attention to ized and outgoing person
Apply at
Quickbooks
detail.
Wee Care
to assist with daily office
experience a plus. activities as well as marlogs 15th St
hours.
Flexible
Murray, KY 42071
keting, promotion, and
Resumes to PO Box property management
(270)753-5227
453, Murray.
Full-Time position with

Murray, KY 42071
or
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Lake Region
Propane Gas in
Hardin has an
opening for a local
propane gas delivery
salesman truck driver
and tank installer.
Must have CDLHazMat Tanker, best
lob with excellent pay
and benefits. Please
call (270) 354-8011
or 1-800-874-4427
ext. 144 or email
info@upgas.com
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Real Estate
REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE Apartment building and duplexes Visit
nicholsenterprises net
or call 270-753-4109

ES

21 Nottingham in Sherwood
$149,500

•o12pini
Tile.1p.m.

• Wed 12 pin

-Thur.12p.m.

VISA

Licensed & Insured

38R, 1BA, garage &
shop on 2 large lots
2.5mi. west of Murray
270-753-0531 leave
rnsg

Offered By Owner: Courtesy Commission
available to Buyer Agents.
Phone 270-293-3232 or 270-436-6227
to arrange private showing or leave email
address for more information.

Protecting your house like
it is our house!

lairstriaUCommertlal/Nesidential

lames C. Gallimore
WWW.GECLI.C.NE1

Auto Parts

& soda signs pump,
military Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

fuloughby
nent Specialbt

Home

r, KY 42071

Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694
150

isidential
mmercial
useboats
It Clean-up

Lennox Dinnerware
Pattern Eternal, perfect
condition 1/2 off retail
759-4023
Local, affordable.
farm fresh,
grass-fed beef
l.QA inspected
All natural;
no hormones
no anti-biotics.
Select cut or bulk
Discount for 100+ lbs
Specialty items,
frozen patties, tallow,
bones, bone-in nbeyes

.stimates

!Ole Rates"

70-4612

.on or

Call Stacie at

place

(270) 227-1614
palmerfarmsbeef.com
Seasoned firewood
$45/rick 1270)753-6558
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*Mon Wanted

THIS 1X1
OR ONLY
.00 PER
iONTH
L 753-1916

(270)753-1713

97 GMC 1/2 ton pick up 4WD, runs good
$3100 (270)354-8686
Campers
2011 33ft with 2 slides
awning
Elec
gas/elecwater heater
walk-in shower. Used
one season, under
warranty
$24,500
(270) 293-7052

[

BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set. NEW in
plastic. $195 270-293
4121. Can deliver.
BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets Still
in plastic, King $375,
Full $175
(270)293-4121

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

Reduced to 540.000.00
Dexter area:
3BR. 28A. 2001 28x40
manuf. home.
Open floor plan. 1/2 acre
lot, fenced in back yard
Brent Evans,4 Rivers Realty
270-205-1650

753-9562

119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell- (270) 293-4183
9 a m - 49 m M-F

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters.
junk & tree work

*Inside Ornate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

A-1 Lamb's
- Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

liq

nmercial Prop
For Sale

Commerical Prop. For Rent
2000 sq ft. Professiona
office space. 753-5976
8-4.

320

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pas ing. Sealcoaling
& Hauling
TONI' TR V% IS

270-293-4256
CLEAN CUT
Free L....tit-mitt..
Call Kevin at

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

Office
Professional
Building. 505 Main
Street. 1,000 sq ft. very
nice. (270) 978-2911
380
Pets & Supplies
Obedience
DOG
glendhenmere com
(270)436-2858

• weekly & special pickups
•locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Ky Lake
Remodeling
Specializing in kitchen
& bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully insured

visit
kentuckylake
removitling&Qm

I

Real Estate

1111 Ms.
Rene r ‘1,1Am 1.

(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured

(270) 489-2839

Give me a call - I'll give you a quote!

Greg Mansfield

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
TRUCKING

-- JRIFIP.Y
OP MO.

11111

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Service
GatHome

AU Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

2 4 3 5 8 9 6 7 1
6 1 9 3 2 7 5 8 4
5 7 8 6 4 1 3 9 2
8 3 4 9 5 6 1 2 7
9 5 1 2 7 4 8 6 3
7 2 6 1 3 8 9 4 5

trN BEN

I

MINI
'
STORAGE,

All Size Units
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
812 Whitnell Ave.

753-3853

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service Licensed
and insured Free estimates 436-2562.
227-0267

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Zach 270-873-7700
DaInd 270-227-1106

*Asphalt Installation
*Seal coating &
striping

1270)293-8480

(270)759-0501

(270) 226-5444

Horoscope

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You might awaken thinking about a dream. By the time
you are done with breakfast, you
will find a way to integrate an
idea from this reverie into your
life. Others will express their
interest when you share your
thoughts with them. Tonight:
Friends delight in your originality.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You might feel like
heading in a different direction in
order to achieve better results.
You might believe that you are
able to tackle a financial risk, as
you live and act on your innate
optimism. Tonight: Make sure

Piece value and trading
. one punt. then
pun a,
It %Se n Attie
N=3.8 r3, R =5,and Q -.-.
In chess you do not haw to make ever
capture. So each possible capture Means
a decision. How iiiyou make IC More
later, but tor now: try to get at least aN
much as you gine and trade smaller mot
for larger ones. If you must lose pr ii
then get as much as 'you can back.
Relic left. W to move should not pko
IOLA since he would lose too poinis
On the nght should W pial. 1204.'
b

ccie

I

you spread

c.,
44,
._

Classifieds

1(

work!

the word -

Call
753-1916

by Jacqueline Bigar

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Tuesday, Sept. 24, 2013:
This year you see the big picture
more easily. Some of you will
opt to travel more and visit different cultures, others will go
back to school, and many will
become more interested in spintuar studies. If you are single,
you naturally could start meeting a very different type of person. Come summer 2014, your
dating life could revolve around
someone quite special. If you are
attached, as a couple, the two of
you benefit from making a public commitment to each other.
Get out more, and you will be
happier. GEMINI knows how to
appeal to you.

a

. _

(.eneral Contra( tor
*Additions
*Km Item

40 yrs. experience

(270)293-8686

Let us help

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

Don sped yOur rione, os
state keep r

that your checkbook is balanced
before you walk out the door.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
**** You'll feel as if you have
many opportunities, but you
want to choose the right one.
Know that there is an efernent of
confusion around you. To see
what you want with clarity might
not be possible right now. Let
friends play devil's advocate.
Tonight: Whatever knocks your
socks off.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You might sense that there
is much more going on than
meets the eye. You'll want to proceed in a different direction from
others, yet choose not to
express your concerns. Realize
that you are not the only one
feeling this way. Go with the
moment. Tonight: Where the
gang is.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You project a strong,
magnetic personality. In fact, a
secret admirer might reveal himor herself as a result. Take notice
of who comes forward, as well as
this person's expressions. You
could be just as taken with this
individual as he or she is with
you. Tonight: Go with the flow.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You assume responsibility
naturally, and others count on
that fact. A loved one has a way
of wrapping you around his or

her finger and making you think

Jump into the fray and lead the

a lot about him or her. Make
plans to get together soon.
Tonight: Discussions about a situation in vague terms might irri-

way out. You clearly see how to:
get the outcome you desire. You,
will need to work hard and listen:
to what is being shared. You can
work with an idea and make if
practical so that others will see,
its value. Tonight: Take it easy. 4
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You might think tha!
others understand more than,
they do. Most people base their
concepts on a conventional'
model. You could have a lot of
ideas that you'll need to translate'
in a way that others will grasp
them. Tonight: A love interest is
batting his or her eyelashes at.

tate you.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You can see what others
don't today. Detach, and you will
gain a new perspective. You'll be
able to see what is muddying the
waters and find a solution. If your
associates can't see the situation
as you do, how can they see the
answer? Tonight: Go with the
unexpected option.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Someone might seek
you out for what he or she
believes is an important decision. You could view this issue
far differently from how this person does. You might opt to keep
your thoughts to yourself. Your
caring is deep and intense.
Tonight: Opt for an old-fashioned
date.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Be ready to adjust to others' requests. They might not be
handling matters as you would
like, but they come close with
some creative touches. Let
these people try out their concepts. They always are challenging you, so give them a chance.
Tonight: Accept an invitation out.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You might be eager to

you.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You will feel centere.J
and ready to run with the ball
When you see a situation from
someone else's perspective.
your first reaction might be con
fusion. Try to clear up what is
confusing you in order to come
to a more positive decision
Tonight: Stay close to home.
BORN TODAY
Puppeteer Jim Henson (1936),:
author F. Scott Fitzgerald (1896),.
actor Kevin Sorbo (1958)
•

•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at www.jacquelinebi
gar.com.
•

COMPLIMENTARY INSURANCE
BENEFIT CONSULTATION
Are you a retired federal employee?
Do you have an Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield card with
Enrollment Code 104,105,111 or 112?
If you so you may be eligible for an increased hearing aid benefit in 2013 that
would cover ALL or up to 50% of the cost of your hearing aids.

Please call today to schedule your
Conylimentary Insurance Benefit Consultation!
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PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Expenence

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

•Deck%
110,1
I it eirst.il&

3

ALShriciles HaV NM&
Ma W...
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For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights. Electricity. and 24,7 Surveillance

*Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

Elliot Wright
Call/Text 270-978-8077

Beginning Chess
FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
.24 Hour
Emergency Service
*Locally owned
*Licensed & Insured

Ron Frame
NIurras t edger & times Fair
lionising Al Notice
All nal estate .d'cried herein
is sidles:1 to the Federal Fair
Housing Ad, whnh nukes it
illegal to advertise any preterence, limitation or discnmination based on race, cokir,
gion, i•en, handicap, familial status or national ongin. sr intention to make ins such preterencl., limitations t.• discnminahon
`slate lass' torbid docruninalton
in the sale. rental or advertising
at real estate ki,t‘t out taCtOIN in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingl% acicipt anc
ad% ertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertneci are
available on an equal iipportu•
nun basis
For turther assistance mn ith Fair
Housing Adverttsing require
,e1
ments. contact NAA tnun
Ken

if you've got it, we can store it

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

Need References? Got 'em!

270-873-9916
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
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GARLAND
RENTAL

LANDSCAPES
*Trimming Hedges •New Landscapes
*Clean Out Existing Beds *Mowing *Push
Mow Newly Sodded Yards *Mowing
Suburbs, Estates & Farms
OTHER SERVICES
•Hardscapes-Patios • Sodding/Seeding
Debris Cleanup •Tree Damage

LAWN CARE

270-293-4020

TDD I-800-545-1833
Ext, 283 j
6
I Ewa, uoportunay
C

Carpentry and
Handyman service 25
years experience Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576

Auto Shop

Apartments For Rent
1 bedroom apartments
locations
Various
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109
2BR, 1BA $650/mo
plus deposit 978-1286

ALL

clean up / body work
newly painted
single bay
605 S 3rd

2BR, & lot $11,900.00
753-6012

2 BR No Pets
293-6116

I

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

(270)485-6122
1990 14x72 2 BR 2 BA
2 porches. Some floor
repair: must be moved.
$3500 293-8345

Services Offered

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

Storage Rentals

4 9 7 8 1 5 2 3 6
1 6 2 4 9 3 7 5 8
3 8 5 7 6 2 4 1 9

530

Hill Electric

Professional offices
Street
Main
300
(270)293-7740

I BR from $345
28R from $375
Nurse seeks
caring for sick
ly. 227-6594.

Used Trucks

PREMIER
*IttirstSMRAtIr'

605 [South 12th St

LAIMER

2BR 12 mi south o
Murray.$650/mo inc
utilities.
$600idep
(270)873-9013

Voted Most
Reasonable!

600

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

Answer to previous puzzle

2

9

2
75
8

7

J

DOUBLE TAKE
, LANDSCAPES

Call 753-5606

Articles
For Sale

Services

; do your
work"

14, 15, 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
appointment
today.
270-753-2905

1

84
91

(270) 759-0890

USED TIRES
"ANTIQUES", gas, oil

6

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

480

OR

3

270-293-1924

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfieid Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

Newly remodeled Three Bedroom, Two Bath
Home on nice lot with mature trees Floor to
ceiling bookcases, All new appliances, New
floor covenngs throughout, Fresh paint and
elbow grease on everything else. Outside
improvements include new siding. gutters, trim
driveway paving and windows

Hy Dave Green

Concepts SudoKu

dito 'el't Oa

Homes For Sais

Sucloku e a number-pla,tiig puzzle based ori a 9x9 gnd *0,
several grven numbers The coed is to plate the numbers tin
9 in the empty squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contaos tt* same number only once The delcully leitet
of the Concepts SuCloku increases irons Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU

MCCUISTON
ROOFING
Free Estimates

I

-Fri. 1Oars.

Monday,September 23, 2013 • 7

CO.
STONE-LANG
REHABILITATION
HEARING

2

a

b

c

del qh

In the Sept Ifs cisiticin P to e4 isA hid
moss' After trading Black will pla
to e8 with a deadly pin.
Find out more aboui local chess clubs
at: 1114LdrItir COISIN_Ss.t0p04.c,mt
or from R'a)ne Refl,

210 South 12th Street
Murray,KY
210-753-8055

Elizabeth C. Vickery, BC-HIS

"Since 1876 - A Name You Can Trust**

COMICS/ FEATURES
Daughter of murdered mom
should learn the truth in time

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Mart) Can-away.chairman of the
safety committee for Calloway
County Farm Bureau. and Don
Overbey, president of Calloway
County Finn Bureau, were pictured watching as Calloway
County Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins signed a proclamation noting Sept. 21-27 as National Farm
Safety Week.
Attending the 58th reunion of
the Army 741st Engineer Base
Equipment Company of World
War II in Murray were Bill Bade.
Joe Dishman, Jason White, Gene
Flatt. Harold Houston, Roy
Gabbert• Merle Grigsby. Jim
Lewis, Bill McGuire and Russ
Denzine.
Births reported included a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Greg Jones,Sept. 13.
Recent ladies' golf winners at the
Oaks Country Club were Henri
Montgomery. Dot Finch. Cynthia
Darnall and Ellen Miltner.
Twenty years ago
Members of the Four Rivers
Pony Club honored at a recent
banquet were Lance Bowman,
Candra Kennedy. Adam Sacora.
Justin Harper. Margaret Harper.
Becca Sacora. Elena Clark and
Amanda Barrow.
Kelly Dawn Hale and Sabnna
Bowker wee local cheerleaders
selected to travel to London.
England. by the University
Cheerleaders Association.
Births reported included a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Coleman E. Scott.
Sept. 8, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. John
Reed.Sept. 5,and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Reynolds Sr.. Sept.
6.
Doris Clark, Murray State
of
coordinator
University's
Student
African-American
Recruitment and Retention, was
recently named to the Minority
Leadership Focus 2000. a leadership development program sponsored by the Western Kentucky
Development
Economic
Corporation and Tennessee Valley
Authority

Thirty years ago
Dr. Charles Homra. distinDEAR ABBY: My granddaughguished professor of the year. was
ter was murdered by her boyfnend.
pictured leading the processional
They had an 18-month-old daughon Sept. 20 for Founder's Day at
ter. "Bella." All three were living
Murray State University to mark
together when he shot her, but
the 60th year of classes at MSU.
we don't know
Births reported included a girl to
room
what
Mr. and Mrs. Grey Hurt. Aug. 31.
Bella was in
M.C. Garrott wrote about John
when it hapA.. James B.. and Joseph C.
pened.
Shekel!. Calloway County's triplet
Another
draftees in World War II. in his colfamily memumn "Garrott's Galley"
ber (I'll call
Forty years ago
Lucy)
her
Mr. Ind Mrs. Dan Hutson were
Bella
took
pictured enjoying lunch on a colinto her home.
lective farm in Russia. The local
Bella
and
couple had just returned from a
calls
her
Leaders
TVA Agricultural
Mom. Lucy
Goodwill trip to six European
By Abigail
has been takcountries.
ing Bella to
Van Buren
Pictured playing in a recent
the prison to
Tigers football game were Doug
visit her father. hut has told her
Shelton. Eli Alexander and Dean
he is her uncle_ I told Lucy I
Lanning,..
thought it would be better to wait
Mary Ann Littleton. Gwen
until Bella is old enough to underPurdoni and Robert Underwood
stand. THEN tell her what hapwere pictured discussing the
pened and let her decide whether
upcoming calendar sale to be held
she wants to visit her father.
by the Murray High School band.
Bella went into the closet one
Fifty years ago
day and came out holding a 1Melody L. Duckett of Murray
shirtwith her mother's picture on
College High School and Stanley
it. asking. "Who is this?" Lucy's
R. Jewell and Morris G. Parrish of only response was. "You know
Murray High School. were sernifiYou aren't allowed in my closet.
nalists in the National Merit
Take that back!" She never
Scholarship program.
answered the question.
R. M. Vance and sons. of Hazel.
I have a framed photo of Bella's
were named as members of the
mother on my wall. The last time
American Shorthorn Association.
Bella was here. I noticed her lookThe students of Murray State
ing out of the corner of her eye
College were to be welcomed
and scowling at the picture. I was
Sept. 24 with a gala party on the
the only one who noticed.
court square by the merchants of
Bella is now 4,and I can't accept
Murray. coordinated by the
that Lucy thinks it's OK to lie to
Murray Chamber of Commerce.
her. I feel it should be Bella's
decision whether to visit her dad_
Sixty years ago
Mrs. Jack W. Frost and Mrs. H.T. Am I wrong? How should this
he handled so Bella isn't traumaWaldrop were co-chairmen of the
tized any more than need be?
Red Cross Recruitment Drive for
Because of these incidents. I'm
Blood program. to be held Oct. 9.
Guy Gardner received his MS. ._almost convinced she should have
degree from the University of some kind of counseling, but perhaps she's too young. This is why
Illinois. Urbana-Champaign. at the
I desperately need advice. in the
end of the summer session.

best interest of the child. -BELLA'S GREAT-GRANDMA
DEAR GREAT-GRANDMA:
Is Lucy a member of your family or the murderous boyfriend's?
I find it hard to comprehend that
a family member of the victim
would drag a toddler to a prison
to visit the lowlife who killed her
mother.
I do not think it is healthy to
lie to children. This situation will
explode when Bella finally learns
that the woman she has always
called *Mom" isn't her mother,
and the man in the orange jumpsuit not only isn't her uncle but
killed her birth mother. That poor
girl won't know whom she can
believe and could have trust issues
that affect her relationships for
the rest of her life. Does she need
counseling now? No. But will she
when she finds out about the deception? You bet!
DEAR ABBY: What is your
opinion about females and car
maintenance? My mother raised me
alone and taught me to be independent. She would not let me drive
an automatic car until I had mastered driving a standard. I was
also not allowed to drive until I
was able to perform basic, essential tasks -- changing a tire, checking the oil and maintaining all
fluid levels.
I am thankful and appreciate
that I have these skills. However. I know many women today
who can't perform these tasks and
would rather make it a "man's
job." I think every woman should
have these skills. Where do you
stand? -- INDEPENDENT LADY
INDEPENDENT
DEAR
LADY: I stand beside you. There
is no guarantee that a woman will
have a man to "take care" of her
-- in fact, the opposite is more
likely to be true. However, if she
can't learn the basics of taking
care of her car, she should be
sure that she's a member of AAA.

ed the HMS Serapis in battle_
In 1780, British spy John Andre
was captured along with papers
revealing Benedict Arnold's plot
to surrender West Point to the
British.
In 1806, the Lewis and Clark
expedition returned to St. Louis
more than two years after setting
out for the Pacific Northwest.
In 1846. Neptune was identified as a planet by German
astronomer Johann Gottfried (jalle
(GAH'-luh).
In 1908. an apparent baserunning error by Fred Merkle of the

New York Giants cost his team a
victory against the Chicago Cubs
and left the game tied 1-1. The
Cubs won a rematch and with it.
the National League pennant.
In 1949. President Harry S.
Truman announced there was evidence the Soviet Union had recently conducted a nuclear test explosion. The test had been carried
out on Aug. 29. 1949.
In 1957. nine black students
who'd entered Little Rock Central High School in Arkansas were
forced to withdraw because of a
white mob outside.
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WE'RE RE.A6. EXACT%-vil POTATO

POTATO
PUFFS, POTATO
SOUP, POTATO
FREAKS' WE
SKINS, POTATO
ONLY WANT
POTATO
CASSEROLE
_—
FOOD AT
OUR PARTY,
'

(OKAY, EXACTLY') _
FRIEp POTATOES, BAKED
,1\, KNOW 2.
0•
-4POTATOES, ROASTED
'I'M SORRY I WAS'
YOU'RE
POTATOES, MASNED
ABOUT
ONLY TRYING TO
MOCKING
POTATOES, SOILED
IN
POTATOES, POTATO POTATO
CHIPS?(
SALAD.
'

GAIIR VI

I LIKE TO THINK IF I HAP A FERRARI,
WOULDN T HAVE ANY CAR PROBLEMS
TO WORRY ABOUT.

L_0(4)

I WORRY ABOUT THE
FUTURE, GARFIELD

DEAR DOCTOR K: Fm a
healthy man in my 50s. I dread
having a physical because of the
digital rectal exam. What can the
doctor even tell by doing this?
Is it really necessary?
DEAR READER: The digital rectal exam isn't fun -- I speak
as both a doctor and patient. But
it is a riskfree way to
for
check
abnormalities
of the anus,
and
rectum
prostate
gland.
Your rectum is the last
few inches of
your bowel,
just above the
By
anus. As you
Dr. Anthony
know. during
the
exam,
Komaroff
your doctor
inserts a gloved and lubricated
finger into your rectum. You may
lie on your side on an exam table
with your knees pulled up toward
your chest. If that position isn't
comfortable, you can have the
exam performed while you stand,
bent over the exam table.
As the doctor's finger enters.
you feel a pressure. but it is not
painful unless you have an abnormality in the anus, such as an
inflamed hemorrhoid. The exam
takes about one to two minutes.
The exam allows your doctor
to feel the wall of your rectum,
checking for unusual lumps.
swellings or tenderness. In men.
the doctor will feel the prostate
gland through the wall of the
rectum. He or she will check for
suspicious nodules, as well as for
abnormalities in the gland's size
or shape. (I've put an illustration
of the procedure on my website.
Ask DoctorK.com.)
Doctors use the digital rectal
exam both to evaluate symptoms
and to screen for diseases even

Dr. Kamm,

when you don't have symptoms.
The symptoms that prompt a rectal exam are those that affect the
digestive system, genitals and urinary tract. For example. a doctor may do the exam to check
the prostate in a man who complains of frequent urination.
The digital rectal exam is useful for both men and women. It
screens for disease by identifying potentially cancerous masses
in the rectum, prostate or female
genital organs. Examination of
the female organs also requires
a second finger in the vagina and
a hand gently pushing on the
abdomen.
The other way the digital rectal exam screens for disease is
to test a small stool sample for
unsuspected blood. A person can
have a small amount of bleeding
in the digestive tract that doesn't show up as visible blood in
the bowel movemew Small
amounts of bleeding Are detected by chemical tests of the boivel
movement.
Many different conditions in the
digestive tract can cause bleeding. Some are very serious, such
as cancer. Others are not serious,
such as hemorrhoids. So finding
signs of blood in the bowel movement doesn't tell the doctor what's
wrong; it just signals that there's
a problem that needs to be diagnosed.
The digital rectal exam cannot feel most cancers of the intestine: They occur too far up in
the large intestine for a finger to
reach. Colonoscopy. sigmoidoscopy and barium enemas (performed less often these days) can
see cancers that the finger cannot feel.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions.
go to AskDoctorK.com. or write:
Ask Doctor K. 10 Shattuck St..
Second Floor,Roston,MA 02115.)

THE
LOWDOWN
ON THE
WIPEDOWN
Dear
Readers: A
lot of you
responded to
by
SOUND
a
OFF about
bussers wiping
tables and seats with the same
cloth. Here is what just a few of
you had to say:
A Reader, via email. wrote:
"Even if the busser cleans the
tables in that order, the NEXT table
will be wiped off after the seats
at the previous table. The only
Way around this is to have the
busser change cloths after wiping (limn each table. and I really can't see owners agreeing to
that!"
Jim in Ohio wrote: "I think
I can shed some light on this
subject. I have worked numerous
jobs ... and we always wiped
down the table and then the seats,
hut the cloth was soaked in a
disinfectant solution. The washcloths were rinsed out and stored
in a bucket that contained this
disinfectant solution — it really
isn't as unsanitan as it may
look."

Woke

Louise, via email wrote: "I was
a numager at a chain restaurant,
and we were required to take two
towels with us — one for the
seats, and one for the tables.
They were two different colors.
so there would be no mistaking
it. If customers brought it to a
manger's attention, everyone
would be reminded of proper procedure."
This is one of the best ways
I've heard or seen! Keep writing
and letting nie know how you
feel. — Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: 1-210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.corn
FAST FACTS
Dear Heloise: I want to share
a hint my mother gave me: Save
and use the bags that cereal comes
in.
They are great for sandwiches.
• For keeping opened crackers and chips fresh.
• Nuts can be crushed in them.
• Washed lettuce stays crisp
longer in them.
* Graham crackers can be
crushed in them.
— Sandra U., North Canton.
Ohio

HEAVY VACUUM
Dear Heloise: I have a twostory house and was tired of dragging my vacuum up and down
the stairs. I bought a small. inexpensive vacuum at the store. and
I leave it upstairs. It fits nicely
in a small storage closet that I
have up there. No more dragging
the vacuum up and down. —
Veronica in Mississippi
COORDINATING CUPS
Dear Heloise: I asked a waitress how she remembered whose
drink was whose. She replied that
she remembered people's ties and
necklines. I have a huge variety
of coffee cups. When company
comes over, I match a cup to
the color of clothing a person is
wearing so we don't get them
mixed up. — Joanne B., Salem.
Ore
BLANKET SIZES
Dear Heloise: I don't like that
the blanket size today is the same
for both the full and queen bed
and is square. I solved the aggravation of centering it by folding
the blanket in half and pinning
a safety pin at the crease at the
bottom. From this I can line up
the pin to the middle of the headboard and have even overhangs.
— Pauline S. in San Antonio
(c)20I3 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Crosswords

0Ill STI NI riro
LOOK AT THAT.
A i:ERFORI BROKEN DOWN
ON THE 5IPE OF THE ROAD.

Rectal exam is uncomfortable
but medically useful

Hints From Heloise

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Monday. Sept. 23.
the 266th day 14 2013. There are
99 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept 23, 1952. Sen. Richard
M. Nixon. R-Calif.. salvaged his
vice-presidential nomination by
appearing live on television to
refute allegations of improper cam
paign fundraising.
On this date:
In 1779. during the Revolutionary War, the American warship Bon Homme Richard. commanded by John Paul Jones. defeat-
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LIFE 15 SO
UNPREDICTABLE
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35
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40
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Autumn dropper
Stallions' mates
"Born Free" lion
Tickled
O'Grady of "NYPD Blue"
Baby's toy
Speechless
Shade tree
Linear measurements
Rock's — Fighters
Hagen of the theater
Satyr's kin
Chilly dessert, for short
Inclines
Sprints
Vote seeker, for short
"I — Rock"
Soda can opener
New England catch
Georgia neighbor
Friend of Athos and Porthos
Swiss peaks
Peaceful
Future stallion
Car's scars
Leg bend

Hawk's grasper
Plentiful
Treat the turkey
Fellows
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I DON'T BELIEVE IT...
DO6S WERE CORN TO
BITE PEOPLE ON THE
LEG, AND TO SLEEP
IN THE 1)N!S

Permitted
Gladden
Chinese or Thai
Patsies
Mason of movies
Accumulate
Deep groove
Singer Gloria
Hit show
Exorcism targets
"Beetle Bailey" dog
Plan B
Brawl
Unconfirmed
When challenged
Soda choice
Throbs
Palette stuff
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NEW CROSSWORD BOOK! Send $4 75 Icheckim o to
Thomas Joseph Book 1. PO. Box 536475. Ottanclo, FL 32853-6475
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MURRAY HIGH 55, MARSHALL CO. 14

Back on track
TIGERS HANDL!
MARSHALL Co.
EASILY OF OFF
BACK-TO-BACK
LOSSES
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
After a 22 hour delay to the
start of Murray High's homecoming tilt with Marshall
County, the Tigers weren't willing to wait any longer.
High
sacked
Murray
Marshall quarterback Cole
Barnard for a four-yard loss on
the game's first play. and things
wouldn't get much prettier for
the Marshals the rest of the
night.
A running clock started midway through the second quarter
and helped put an end to a quick
night, as the Tigers beat
Marshall County 55-14.
"There's two ways to look at
the delay." Murray High head
coach Steve Duncan said. "You
kind of get your rhythms. your
knees are tapping, your fingers
are tapping stuff and you are
ready to go — now you have to
wait 24 hours.
"But that's a good thing,
because we learn how to be flexible. Those things happen all
through the season, they can
happen at any time so it was
good practice for us."
Also good practice for the
Tigers was the Marshall County
secondary.
Quarterback Dylan Boone
found Jacob Mayes from 20
yards out for the game's first
score with 6:40 left in the first.
set up by a 27-yard hookup
between Boone and sophomore
Peyton Glynn.
Boone would finish 6-for-9
passing for 130 yards and three
, touchdowns, while Mayes night
was just getting started.
Facing a 3rd and 7 on the
Marshals ensuing possession.
Barnard was hit hard by

Photo courtesy of BGSU Athletics

Darrian Skinner picks off a pass from Bowling Green
State quarterback Matt Johnson Saturday at Doyt
Stadium.

KYSER LOUGH For the Ledger

Murray High's Jacob Mayes reels in a touchdown pass from Dylan Boone during the
first quarter Saturday at Ty Holland Field while Marshall County's Clay Allen looks on
from his safety position.
Murray's John Winchester. fumbling the ball to set up and eightyard touchdown run from
Jonothan Curd.
Already in a 13-0 hole and
facing 2nd and 10 at the 20-yard
line. Marshall County's offensive woes continued. This time
it was Murray's Tre Hornbuckle
putting the hit on Marshall running back Nolan Nichols. forcing a fumble. The ball was
scooped up by Mayes, who
scampered into the end zone for

his second touchdown of the
game. /
"He's quick." Duncan said of
Mayes. who joined the Tigers
this year as a transfer. "He's very
fast and he's a great football
player. but he's also a good
young man. He's moved in and
is just a big part of this homecoming."
Leading 20-0 with 5:12 left
in the first, the Murray High
defense didn't let up.
For a third-straight i)osses-

A

chim o ) to
FL 32853-6475

7

31

32

mon the Marshals couldn't hold
on to the football, and this time
it was Murray' High's Jacob
Baron on the fumble recovery.
A nine-yanti run from Boone
moved the ball to the 10-yard
line, then it looked as if Mayes
was in line for his third touchdown of the quarter.
Boone rolled to his right and
found Mayes in the end zone.
hut the ball bounced off his finIN See TIGERS, 10A

GALLOWAY CO. 40, FULTON CITY 13

LAKERS COAST
TO WIN OVER
FULTON CITY IN
PADUCAH

A

COLLEGE FOOTBALL:
FALCONS 48, RACERS 7

Calloway head coach Brad
Lawson achieved his goal
Saturday against fulton City.
After the Lakers got a comfortable lead. Lawson was able to
play everyone who dressed.
"We t(x)k care of our business
in the first half like we wanted
to," Lawson said. "Everybody on
our roster got to play. That was
my goal. We wanted every one of
our kids to get at least one varsity
game in and that was (Saturday)
night. I told our starters that if
everything went well our younger
kids would get to play in the second half."
And his first team made sure
that happened as they shot out to
a 40-0 lead at half and the eventual 40-13 win.
Quarterback Cole Stetson was
limited in the air but he made the
most of his opportunities, going
3-for3 with two touchdowns.
A 70 yard connection with
Thad McPhearson for the Lakers
first score and a 10 yard pitch and
catch to Jeremiah Malone for the
second touchdown of the day.
Lawson wanted to wort on the
passing game but the Lakers

NICK DOLAN Ledger P. Times

Calloway County running back Tristen Holland looks for
daylight against Fulton City Saturday at McCracken
County High School.
people touches as we could."
large, early lead made him
Calloway
though
Even
plans.
change his
"We wanted to work on our switched to a ground attack they
passing game but we got ahead so still had no problems scoring.
Justen Pollock had 42 and IX
early and I didn't feel the need to
runs to put the Lakers up
yard
said
he
keep throwing the ball,"
before the end of the
scores
four
any
shown
have
wouldn't
That
class. We just kept it on the first quarter.
In the second quarter Pollock
ground and tried to give as many

would score again, this time from
eight yards out. He finished with
st7 yards on five carries and three
touchdowns.
After Pollock's last score the
hack ups hit the field, some for
the first time at the varsity level.
scored
Pruitt
Robert
Calloway's last touchdown of the
Jay from six yards out with about
four minutes left in the first half
Ii) put the Lakers up 40-0.
The Bulldogs would respond
in the second half, which was
under a running ClEiCk and six
minute quarters.
Darian Fountain scored both
of Fulton City's touchdowns, his
first was a 71 yard run and his
second was a short completion he
took 32 yards to the endzone.
Lawson praised his opponent
for their competitiveness despite
a limited bench and added another teaching moment to go along
with a win.
"I respect Fulton City's kids
and their coaches to come out and
play with as few kids as they
have." he said. "I told our kids
that we were going to go out and
play hard but we were going to
play with class and respect.
"We knew that we were the
better football team on paper. It's
high school athletics. I'm not
going to embarrass somebody
because I've been on the other
end and that's just not what high
school athletics is all about."
Up next for the Lakers is
Obion Central this Friday at
home at 7 p.m.

Racers fall at
Bowling Green
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
BOWLING GREEN, Ohio
— Chris Hatcher couldn't help
but board the plane following
Saturday's 48-7 loss to Bowling
Green with a little disappointment.
In his mind, the Racers (2-2)
were one miscue away from
writing a different script in a
meeting against the FBS
Falcons.
Trailing 6-0 midway through
the first quarter, MSU comer
Darrian Skinner intercepted a
pass from Matt Johnson to set
the Racers up deep in Bowling
Green territory. With Murray
State quarterback Maikhail
Miller on his way to the end
zone to cap off the drive, however,the first-year quarterback lost
handle on the ball and fumbled
on the one-yard line.
Bowling Green answered
with an 11-play. 99-yard touchdown drive and Murray State
never recovered.
"That play really changed the
complexion of the game."
Hatcher said. "We were holding
the ball a little too loose and trying to get it across the goal line.
and their defender made a great
play.
"You think about it, they
ended up going 99 yards after
that to go up 13-0, where all of a
sudden we lost a chance to go up
7-6. That was a huge momentum

MILWAUKEE (AP) — The
St. Louis Cardinals have
clinched a playoff spot for the
third straight year.
Washington's 4-2 loss to
Miami in a doubleheader opener
Sunday assured the Cardinals of
at least-an NL wild-card berth.
Not that anyone could tell in
the Miller Park clubhouse
before the Cardinals played
Milwaukee on Sunday night.
There was no champagne on ice,
no victory cigars being lit up.
There's still an NL Central
title at stake.
The Reds beat the Pirates earlier Sunday 11-3, leaving both
teams 2 1-2 games back of St.
Louis going into the Brewers
game.

swing. We were going in to
score and we shot ourselves in
the foot."
Bowling Green carried a 27-0
advantage into the half, then
added another score early in the
third quarter to stretch its lead to
34-0 before Murray State's only
scoring drive of the day.
The Racers picked up a pair
of first downs on passes to
Pokey Harris and Nevar Griffin,
then a pass interference call
moved Murray State into Falcon
territory. Miller broke free up
the middle for a 22-yard run to
move the chains again, then
another pass interference call
against Bowling Green put
MSU at the two-yard line.
Jaamal Berry scampered into
the end zone on the next play for
the score.
Berry led the rushing attack
for the Racers with 55 yards on
nine carries, while Miller finished with 52 yards on 10 totes.
Miller was 22 for 32 through the
air for 134 yards.
"This game was just like wei
practiced all week, a very lackluster performance overall."
Hatcher said. "We stepped up a
level, and that is what it is.
(Bowling Green) is supposed to
be a better team than us. that's
the reason they play a different
level of ball.
"But I just don't think we
executed very good all the way
across the board. All-in-all it
•See RACERS, 10A

"We're confident. We know
we have a good ballclub.
Everything's clicking right
now," first baseman Matt Adams
said. "We're happy but we want
to keep taking things day by day
and then win the division and
then go from there."
Manager Mike Matheny said
• learned of the Nationals loss
he
while in the weight room before.
There was some chit-chat, and
Matheny said he would have a
quick conversation about it with
his club after Sunday night's
game.
'The Cardinals clinched the
same day Matheny turned 43.
Neither milestone caused
much of a stir.
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Locker rallies Titans to win over Chargers
By TERESA M. WALKER
AP Sports Wnter
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP) —
Jake Locker helped the Titans end
a skid against the San Diego
Chargers that spanned two states
and two decades.
Locker threw a 34-yard touchdown pass to rookie Justin Hunter
with 15 seconds left and the
Titans rallied to beat San Diego
20-17 Sunday .
It was their first win over the
Chargers for the franchise since
1992 when the team was in
Houston and Titans coach Mike
Munchak still was playing for the
then-Oilers.
The Titans (2-1) had lost nine
straight to San Diego in the skid
before Locker connected with
Hunter for the rookies first catch
in the NFL.
"Honestly, once I threw it and
saw them both jump to go up for
it, it was so much higher than the
guy guarding him. I started celebrating." Locker said of his winning pass.
Locker ended the slide by
completing seven passes to six

different receivers for 94 yards on the lust pass of the game, was on
the game-winning drive.
the sideline throughout the final
The eighth overall draft pick drive and finished without a catch
in 2011 finished with 299 yards despite five passes thrown to him.
passing and also ran for 68 yards
Tennessee overcame a missed
and another touchdown.
field goal and 10 penalties for 110
"That's a huge game for him yards in the first half.
and this football team again,"
The Titans were flagged only
Munchak said of Locker.
once in the second half. They also
The Chargers' final play fea- lost two timeouts when Munchak
tured seven laterals and even a lost replay challenges in the seckick of the ball trying to keep it ond half.
alive before the game ended.
San Diego came in with right
San Diego (1-2) led most of tackle DJ. Fluker sidelined by a
the game despite being banged up concussion, receiver Malcolm
with three starters out because of Floyd out with a neck injury, corinjuries,a fourth very limited and nerback Shareece Wright out with
a fifth lost to an injured foot in the a hamstring injury.
first half.
Linebacker Donald Butler was
"We had every opportunity to announced as inactive before San
win the football game with the Diego made a late change
guys who were playing, we just scratching Tourek Williams
didn't get it done at the end." instead. Butler was very limited
Chargers coach Mike McCoy by an injured groin. Left guard
said.
Chad Rinehart hurt his foot in the
The Titans outgained San first half and didn't return.
Diego 452-277 yards with Nate
"Yes, the answer was a misWashington catching eight passes take on our part," Chargers coach
for 131 yards. Chris Johnson also Mike McCoy said of the confuran 19 times for 90 yards.
sion over the scratches.
Titans receiver Kenny Britt.
The Titans only sacked Philip
booed heavily when he dropped Rivers twice.

Still, the Chargers looked
ready to win their second straight
road game when Ronnie Brown
capped a 67-yard drive with a 1 yard TD run with 2:42 left in the
third quarter fora 17-10 lead.
Rivers put San Diego up 7-0
with a 7-yard TD pass to Antonio
Gates to cap the Chargers' opening drive.
But Tennessee blocked a 38yard field goal attempt Nick
Novak to end-the fast- half, and
the teams were tied at 10 at halftime.
The Chargers had plenty of
chances to build a lead but couldn't take advantage. Officials
wiped out a TD pass to Eddie
Royal for offensive pass interference on Keenan Allen, starting
for Floyd.
Then Rivers tried too hard to
plead his case with an official
who flagged the quarterback for
unsportsmanlike conduct, giving
the Chargers first-and-goal at the
Titans 30. Rivers said he didn't
say anything out of line but that
was no excuse for drawing a
penalty.

312 from Murray State.
Following the loss, Hatcher
said it's still tough to get a grip
on exactly how good his Murray
State team is.
The Racers won't wait long to
find out, opening Ohio Valley
Conference play at Jacksonville
State Saturday.

"It's hard to judge where our
team is," he said. "We've played
two games against IA (FBS)
opponents, played an NAIA
team and then we played a really good Missouri State team and
did some really some good
things there. Next week will
really be the tell-tell sign.

"I told the guys after the
game that I felt like, heading
into the season, if we ended up
being 3-2 at the end of
September, that would put us in
good position to reach our goals
We are 2-2, and next week is the
rubber game. We will see how
that plays out."

really good." Duncan said. "We
caused a lot of things to happen.
a lot of short fields. I mean, we
were able to put our offense
right there in great position."
Known for his rushing attack.
Duncan was pleased with the
way his Tigers threw it Saturday.
"We are trying to throw the
ball and we've been working on
it." he said. "We wanted to run
against Marshall but they weremoving some things around,
sending people everywhere
which can be kind of confusing.
So we just sat back and threw it
some, and then we still picked
up blocks and had some good

runs as well."
The biggest run on the night
came from Boone, who used a
68-yard burst just one minute
into the second quarter to push
Murray High in front 41-0.
Duncan said Saturday's win
was a little sweeter after twostraight losses by the Tigers
entering the game.
"We really felt that we could
have won all three games that
we lost, even the very first one,"
he said. "We just had some
blown assignments. Those were
close games,and we felt like we
played some pretty good teams.
"We are playing better and

we are learning. This is a good
group, they bring their lunch
pails and they come prepared to
work.They are the kind that gets
better, and that's one of the best
parts about this group, they are
fun to work with because they
listen."
And Duncan wasn't just smiling after the game. Prior to the
start of Saturday's contest, his
daughter Christina was named
Homecoming Queen.
"That made it extra special."
he said. "What a great day."

•Racers...
From Page 9A
was just a lackluster game for
the Racers."
Travis Greene finished with
134 yards and a touchdown on
just 17 carries for the Falcons,
who finished with 660 yards of
total offense compared to just

•Tigers...
From Page 9A
ger tips incomplete.
"We are going to have to pick,
on Jacob for that one," Duncan
said laughing. "I think at that
point he was already counting
up his touchdowns, thinking
'How many is that now?'"
Glynn rushed for the score
following the incompletion.
Marshall's next possession
ended in an interception, its
fourth-straight series with a
turnover. Boone turned the miscue into a seven-yard touchdown run.
"I thought the defense played

i;V.
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Prep Football
Friday
Allen Go -Scottsville 36. Marion Co 13
Anderson Co 55, Mercer Co 21
Ashland Blazer 42. Ironton, Ohio 20
Ballard Memorial 42 Hopkins Co
Central 0
Bardstown 27. Fort Knox 8
Belfry 56 Pikeville 20
Bell Co 34. Knox Central 12
Bellevue 48, Carroll Co 6
Bethlehem 60 Trimble Co 0
Betsy Layne 50, Knott Co Central 6
BGA, Tenn 35 Franklin-Simpson 14
Bourbon Go 64. Harnson Co 21
Bowling Green 40 McCallie, Tenn 36
Butler Co 14. Grayson Co 0
Cavema 20. Clinton Co 19, OT
Central Hardin 28 Bullitt East 19
Co Moeller. Ohio 24, Lou St Xavier 12
Clay Co 42. Whitley Co 36
Conner 13. Campbell Co 12
Corbin 53. South Laurel 0
Cnttenden Co 19. Webster Co 8
Dixie Heights 36 Newport Central
Catholic 7
East Ridge 48, Phelps 7
Elizabethtown 67 Breckinndge Co 0
Eminence 26, Lou Atherton 0
Estill Co. 35. Bath Co 20
Fairview 30, Hazard 27
Frankfort 31. Western Hills 14
Franklin Co 28, Beechwood 24
Greenup Co 60 West Carter 35
Greenwood 62 Logan Co 0
Henderson Co 45 Madisonville-North
Hopkins 14
Henry Co 41, Lou Waggoner 0
Jackson Co 28, Berea 6
Johnson Central 36, Harlan Co 14
Lawrence Co 66. East Carter 33
Leslie Co 44, McCreary Central 6
Letcher County Central 55, Sheldon
Clark 6
Lex Henry Clay 21, Boone Co 6
Lex Paul Dunbar 21 Lex Lafayette 16
Lex Tales Creek 41. Rowan Co 0
Lexington Catholic 54. Madison Central
28
Lincoln Co 35. Casey Co 13
Lloyd Memorial 28, Gallatin Co 0
Lou Butler 45, Lou Doss 7
Lou Central 20 Lou Western 14
Lou Christian Academy 44. Washington
Co 0
Lou. DeSales 49, Lou Shawnee 0
Lou DuPont Manual 14, Lou. Ballard 7
Lou Eastern 20, Lou Seneca 14
Lou. Fern Creek 41. Lou. Moore 12
Lou Holy Cross 28. Lou Valley 26
Lou Iroquois 14. Lou Ky Country Day 7
Lou Pleasure Ridge Park 16, John

Vol. 13

Hardin 7
Ludlow 18 Bishop f3rossar1 12
Mason Co 17, Newport 12
Meade Co 20, Lou Jeffersontown 0
Metcalfe Co 20, Edmonson Co 13
Middlesboro 47, Harlan 2
Monroe Co. 26, Adair Co 19
Nelson Co SR. Lex Christen 8
Oldham Co 33, North Bullitt 0
Owen Co 45, Thomas Nelson 0
Owensboro 48, Ohio Co 20
Paintsville 35, Men Central 0
Pans 54. Nicholas Co 6
Pendleton Co 40. Bracken Co 20
Perry Co Central 20, Breathitt Co 14
Pike Co Central 38. Prestonsburg 36
Pineville 30. Lynn Camp 6
Powell Co 34. Lewis Co 13
Pulaski Co 54, Rockc,astle Co 14
Raceland 42. Coal Grove DawsonBryant. Ohio 33
Russell 34, Boyd Co 6
Scott 55, Coy Holy Cross 13
Scott Co 42, North Hardin 13
Shelby Co 19, Ryfe 13
Shelby Valley 42, Hurley, Va 14
Simon Kenton 36. Cooper 6
Somerset 35, Glasgow 13
South Floyd 48, Jenkins 12
South Warren 47, Hart Co. 3
Taylor Co 13, LaRue Co 6
Warren Central 54. Barren Go. 6
Warren East 33. Hopkinsville 27. OT
Wayne Co 42, Southwestern 20
West Jessamine 35, East Jessamine 33
Saturday
Calloway Co 40. Fulton City 13
Daviess Co 35, Muhlenberg County 10
Highlands 42, Paducah Tilghman 25
Mayhew 49. Graves Co 21
McCracken County 48, Bunn Central 0
Murray 55, Marshall Co 14
North Oldham 34, South Oldham 12
Russellville 54, Todd Co Central 6
Union Co 27, Tngg Co 7
Walton-Verona 41, Grant Co 20
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OVC Football
Saturday
Bowling Green 48, Murray State 7
Tennessee State 41, Tennessee Tech 21
Eastern Kentucky 56. Morehead State 24
Northern Illinois 43, Eastern Illinois 39
Ohio 38. Austin Peay 0
Jacksonville State 32, Georgia State 26
Southern Illinois 36, Southeast Missouri
State 19
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SAVE

$2 OFF
A Pound of BBQ
317 Chestnut St.• Murray,KY With coupon. Exp. 10-31-13
(270) 761-9727 Call Today to Order for Homecoming!
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Prostate Health
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SCORE
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SOLD

AMERICA*

LOCALLY

MS 271
CHAIN SAW

$38995

BR 200
BACKPACK BLOWER

Know the score and
don'tjust sit on the
sidelines watching
the game as it's
happening...take
charge and get in
the biggest game of
all, the game of life
and good health!
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Murray Home & Auto
976 Chestnut Street
Murray
270-753-2571
MurrayHomeAndAuto.net
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FREE COMBO PACK FREE EXTRA CHAIN $27995
WEIN PURCHASE OF AN MS271 AND SPARE CHAIN
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THURSDAY,SEPTEMBER 26, 2013
6:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Ellington Room
Paris Landing State Park Inn
Free Men's Health Seminar
Presented by Joe Mobley, Ill, MD,
Urology
The seminar will provide information on
the following
• A Review of Prostate Disease
• Prostate Cancer
• Prostate Screening Recommendations
• Prostate Surgical Options including the
daVinci Surgical Robot

Prostate Cancer is the
most frequently diagnosed
cancer in men and is a
leading cause of cancer
death in men, second only
to lung cancer. Join Us for
a Free Seminar Recognizing
September as National
Prostate Cancer Awareness
Month - Get in the Game
and Learn Your Screening
and Treatment Options for
Prostate Cancer!
Space is Limited Must Register
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MEDICAL CENTER

SCAN HERE TO FIND YOUR LOCAL STIHL DEALER
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